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The tunneling magnetoresistance �TMR� of Fe/MgO/Fe junctions is strongly diminished by small O con-
centrations in a single partially oxidized FeO interface layer, as is found by first-principles transport calcula-
tions. By modeling the electronic transport through the disordered FeO layer within a supercell approach, the
effect is traced back to a significant reduction of specular contributions to the conductances of the parallel
configuration of the lead magnetizations. These findings bring theoretical TMR ratios closer to their experi-
mental counterparts and highlight the importance of ordered interfaces for large TMR ratios.
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In magnetoelectronics, a field of research with increasing
importance,1,2 one focus is put on spin-dependent ballistic
transport in magnetic tunnel junctions �MTJs, a trilayer of
ferromagnetic electrodes separated by an insulating barrier�.
The conductances for the parallel �GP� and the antiparallel
�GAP� configuration of the electrode magnetizations define
the tunnel magnetoresistance �TMR� quantified here as the
“optimistic” TMR ratio

� �
GP − GAP

GAP
. �1�

For applications, magnetoelectronic devices with TMR ra-
tios larger than 100% at room temperature are demanded. Up
to now, this objective could not be reached by MTJs with
amorphous barriers, e.g., Al2O3.3–5 More promising are epi-
taxial MTJs which are expected to provide sufficiently high
TMR ratios. Indeed, transport calculations for Fe/MgO/Fe, in
which perfect crystallinity, epitaxy, and stoichiometry are as-
sumed, predict TMR ratios that exceed thousand percent.6

Although experimental TMR ratios for Fe/MgO/Fe have
increased over the years,7,8 there still appears disagreement
with regard to theoretical and experimental values: Experi-
mental TMR ratios are at least one order of magnitude
smaller than their theoretical counterparts. One explanation
to come into question is that transport calculations mainly
rely on ordered samples, hence considering specular trans-
port processes in the commonly applied Landauer-Büttiker
theory. Instead, diffusive transport could play a significant
role, as is supported by x-ray surface diffraction experiments,
which evidence a disordered �substoichiometric� FeO layer
at the Fe/MgO interface.9,10 Theory substantiates a signifi-
cant effect of FeO interface layers on the TMR ratio as com-
pared to MTJs without FeO layer.11 However, these calcula-
tions were performed for ordered �stoichiometric� FeO
layers. Further, photoelectron spectroscopy experiments es-
tablish that off stoichiometry in MgO films on Fe�001� af-
fects the electronic structure at the Fe/MgO interface.12

Please note that interface properties essentially determine the
transport properties.13,14

In this Brief Report we report on first-principles transport
calculations which provide evidence for an explanation of

the aforementioned disagreement of theoretical and experi-
mental TMR ratios by means of a substoichiometric FeO
interface layer. Both specular and diffusive transport pro-
cesses are taken into account within a supercell approach. A
striking result is that even small O concentrations �less than
5%� reduce the TMR ratio sizably and consequently improve
the agreement with experiment significantly.

The effect of disorder in Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs has already
been investigated theoretically by superposing incoherently
conductances for different MTJs �Ref. 15� and by the
coherent-potential approximation without vertex
corrections.16 These approaches lack either coherency or cur-
rent conservation,17 both of which are treated properly in a
supercell approach. A reduction of the TMR was also found
for MTJs with intermixing of Fe and MgO �Ref. 18� as well
as with O vacancies in the MgO spacer.19,20

First-principles electronic-structure calculations, within
the framework of multiple-scattering theory �spin-polarized-
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker �KKR� and layer-KKR methods21�,
provided self-consistent potentials of Fe/MgO/Fe�001�
MTJs. The charge density was normalized by Lloyd’s
formula22 using a maximum angular momentum of lmax=3.
For the junctions with FeO layers, stoichiometry is assumed
�oxygen concentration c=100%�, thus allowing the use of a
two-dimensional 1�1 unit cell �UC�. The atomic positions,
in particular those of interstitial oxygen at the interface, were
taken from experiment.23 The self-consistent potentials serve
as input for the transport calculations, an approach which
proved to be successful.23

For treating the substoichiometric junctions properly, bal-
listic electronic transport was calculated for large supercells
�SCs�. It turned out that 5�5 SCs, containing 50 sites/layer,
provide a reasonable description of the disordered systems
within acceptable computer requirements. Instead of comput-
ing the SC potentials self-consistently �a very demanding
task� these were constructed from the UC potentials. The O
potentials in the FeOc layer were taken from the completely
oxidized UC system, whereas the other potentials were
computed within the virtual-crystal approximation
�concentration-weighted superposition of the potentials of
the nonoxidized UC system with those of the completely
oxidized UC system�.
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Considering here zero-bias voltage, the conductance

GSC�EF� =
e2

h
�

2BZSC
�
��

T�→��EF;kSC��dkSC�2 �2�

at the Fermi energy EF is calculated according to Landauer-
Büttiker theory24 using an S-matrix scheme within layer
KKR.25 The probability T�→� for the incoming Bloch state �
at �EF ;kSC� being transmitted into the outgoing Bloch state �
is integrated over the two-dimensional Brillouin zone �2BZ�
of the SC system. An equidistant mesh of 225 wave vectors
reproduced TMR ratios of the ordered UC systems �O con-
centration c=0% and 100%� with sufficient accuracy. The
latter was computed with an adaptive integration scheme.26

Results were conveniently analyzed by means of transmit-
tance maps which display ���T�→��EF ;kSC� versus kSC.

Due to the two-dimensional translational invariance in the
leads, w.r.t. the UC, each Bloch state is characterized by a
wave vector kUC=kSC+gSC, i.e., related to kSC by an um-
klapp with a reciprocal-lattice vector gSC of the SC system.
Hence, all tunneling processes �→� can be distinguished as
specular or diffusive with respect to the conservation of kUC,

kUC − gSC = kSC → kSC = � kUC − gSC specular

kUC� − gSC� diffusive	 �3�

�kSC is conserved�. Accordingly, the conductance GSC is de-
composed into a specular and a diffusive contribution,

GSC = Gspec
UC + Gdiff

UC. �4�

This partitioning requires computation of the Bloch states at
all kUC=kSC+gSC in the UC system and their transformation
into the SC basis with bookkeeping of gSC.

Because the computation time increases drastically with
system size, we focus here on Fe /FeOc / �MgO�4 /Fe junc-
tions with MgO spacers of four-monolayer �ML� thickness.
For each selected O concentration c, a single random con-
figuration was set up in the 5�5 SCs, although one has to
average over all topologically inequivalent configurations.
This restriction is justified by the rather large supercell and
by the small conductance variations with configuration
�about 1%� reported earlier.27,28

Our SC approach captures the essential features of the
ordered sample, as is evident from the agreement with theo-
retical TMR ratios reported elsewhere �Table I�. Differences
may be attributed to details in the self-consistent electronic-

structure calculations, to the Brillouin-zone integration, and
to the geometry of the interfaces. Attention should be paid to
the experimental TMR ratio for c=0% �Ref. 8�, which is
about one order of magnitude smaller than the theoretical
values.

The conductances are expected to depend smoothly on O
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Transport properties of
Fe /FeOc / �MgO�4 /Fe junctions at zero-bias voltage versus oxygen
concentration c in the FeO layer. �a� and �b� Conductances G for the
�a� parallel P and �b� antiparallel AP configuration. The conduc-
tances �black; filled circles� are decomposed into specular �blue;
diamonds� and diffusive �red; squares� contributions. �c� Optimistic
tunnel magnetoresistance and conductance ratios �inset�. The gray
areas at low concentrations highlight the region of the sizable drop
in GP and in the TMR ratio �indicated by the vertical arrows in �a�
and �c�; note the broken ordinate in �a��.

TABLE I. Optimistic TMR ratios for selected O concentrations
c in Fe /FeOc / �MgO�4 /Fe junctions.

O concentration Theory Experiment

0% 520%,a 400%,b 330%c 50%d

100% −50%,b −23%,e −10% c

aReferences 6 and 29.
bReference 11.
cThis work.
dReference 8 for 6 ML MgO.
eReference 23.
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concentration c. Indeed, GP and GAP �circles in Fig. 1�a� and
1�b�� show broad maxima around c=50% which can be at-
tributed to the diffusive contribution �squares�. The specular
contributions �diamonds� display broad minima at about
c=80% �P� and 50% �AP�, respectively. Similar dependences
were found for Fe-Cr�100� and Co-Cu�100� systems.27

An eye-catching feature is the drop of GP at small c �gray
area�. The total conductance decreases by 75% upon increas-
ing c from 0% to 4%, which is mediated by the specular
contribution. Note that a concentration of 4% is equivalent to
a single O atom in the 5�5 SC. This finding suggests that
even small degrees of disorder at the Fe/MgO interfaces re-
duce GP sizably. GAP also drops for small c but moderately.
Here, the decrease in Gspec is almost canceled by the increase
in Gdiff.

The similar shapes of GP and GAP result in an almost
linear c dependence of the TMR ratio in a large range of
concentrations �Fig. 1�c��. Likewise the conductance ratios
GP /GAP depend smoothly on c �inset�. The drop of GP at
small concentrations leads to a reduction of the TMR ratio
from about 330% for c=0% to about 60% for c=4% �gray
area� which is attributed to the decrease in the specular con-
tribution to GP �diamonds in the inset of Fig. 1�c��. Hence,
we are confronted with a large TMR reduction by small de-
grees of disorder, a finding that considerably improves the
agreement of theoretical with experimental TMR ratios
�Table I�.

The spin-dependent ballistic transport in Fe/MgO/Fe
junctions is governed by symmetry selection and proceeds
notably by resonant tunneling.30–32 Thus, large TMR ratios
are obtained if interface resonances at identical �E ,k� at ei-
ther interfaces of the junction are present, e.g., in symmetric
MTJs �here c=0%�. Wave vector conservation is less likely
in junctions with disorder at one interface. Hence, the diffu-

sive �specular� conductance increases �decreases� with c up
to a maximum �minimum�. An analogous argument holds for
c=100% and decreasing concentration.

The above explanation is corroborated by inspection of
transmittance maps. The P transmittance for c=0% shows
maxima in the center and in the corners �k

��0.09, �0.09� Bohr−1� of the 2BZ �left in Fig. 2�. The
AP transmittance is comparably small in the entire 2BZ, with
an exception of the corners. This effect can be understood by
means of the orbital composition of the electronic states.
�1-like states �sp orbitals� are located at the 2BZ center and
decay least across the MgO spacer in comparison to �2- or
�5-like states �d orbitals�.29,33,34

As compared to c=0%, the specular P-transmittance map
for c=4% shows a broad minimum at the 2BZ center �right
in Fig. 2�. This feature, in conjunction with the much less
pronounced contributions at the corners, results in the sizable
conductance drop of 75%. On the contrary, the specular AP-
transmittance maps for c=0% and 4% compare well. The
maps of the diffusive P and AP contributions look very simi-
lar too. These findings corroborate that resonant tunneling is
less likely for c�0%.

As a “rule of thumb,” the relative contribution of the 2BZ
center to the conductance increases with MgO spacer
thickness.29,33 Hence, we expect that small oxygen concen-
trations strongly reduce theoretically predicted TMR ratios
also for thicker MgO spacers, thereby improving the agree-
ment with experiment in general �cf. Table I�.

In summary, the present transport calculations reveal that
oxygen concentrations at the interface of a few percent re-
duce the tunnel magnetoresistance of Fe/MgO/Fe junctions
sizably. Our findings suggest that the disagreement between
theoretical and experimental TMR ratios is due to substo-
ichiometric FeO layers with small oxygen concentrations or,

FIG. 2. �Color online� Transmittances T�EF ;kSC� versus kSC= �kx ,ky� for oxygen concentrations c=0% �left� and 4% �right� in
Fe /FeOc / �MgO�4 /Fe junctions depicted as color �gray� scale in the 2BZ of the 5�5 SC systems. The total transmittances for c=4% are
decomposed into a specular and a diffusive contribution. For c=0% there are only specular tunnel processes. The data are interpolated to
achieve a smooth color gradient.
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reworded, large TMR ratios require perfectly ordered inter-
faces. Because small degrees of imperfections at the inter-
faces of real samples can hardly by excluded, systematic
studies of the disorder in MTJs �Ref. 12� are encouraged.
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